5376. DR. T.R. PAARIVENDHAR:

Will the Minister of PANCHAYATI RAJ be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Ministry is being allocated/released Performance Grants for urban local bodies to undertake various development works in the villages and if so, the details thereof;

(b) the total funds allocated/released under this head to various urban local bodies in Tamil Nadu during the last three years, local body-wise; and

(c) the criteria adopted or followed by the Government to allocate such funds to urban local bodies?

ANSWER

THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR PANCHAYATI RAJ

(SHRI KAPIL MORESPHWAR PATIL)

(a) No Sir, Ministry of Panchayati Raj is not being allocated/released Performance Grants for urban local bodies to undertake various development works in the villages.

(b) and (c) In view of (a) above, do not arise.

***